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HazMiTrabajo is an online platform that helps students write essays and dissertations successfully.
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Rainbow Riches game is an Irish legends themed slot. He became super-popular in the UK and Ireland. Try it now and enjoy!
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Our project is indebted to Jeff Vertes from Canada and his company for their help, advice and counsel in developing our web portal and achieving our goals.
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A new slot machine in Turkey - Aviator online game. On our site a full review of the game.
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The Parimatch platform offers a wide range of sports betting options, including live betting, virtual sports, and casino games.
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	        New York is iconic, and iconic is its subway. An underground rapid transport system that opened in 1904 is now one of the busiest subways in the world. In this […]
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	        PICRYL is the biggest media source for public domain name images, scans, and files. PICRYL is an AI-driven search & resemblance engine. PICRYL makes the world’s public domain media enjoyable […]
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	        New York City has a lot to offer as a city, especially if you’re a tourist, because you can experience fine international cuisines, busy shopping malls, and even the most […]
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	        The myth that the New York subway is scary, dirty, and terrible has been firmly held since the dysfunctional 1980s, when the city was highly criminal and unsafe, and subway […]
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	        Did you know that the subway is called differently in the UK and the USA? In England, the subway is called the Tube (specifically the subway in London) Subway is […]
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	        Angel Angel is the first in the alphabet of five subway stations named after local pubs with centuries of history. The Elephant & Castle, Manor House, Royal Oak and Swiss […]
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	        In Atlanta in 1984, two new north-south surface sections of subway were opened for service with a total length of 14.5 km, bringing the total length of the two lines […]
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	        Its first section, 12.9 km long with nine stations, was opened on November 21, 1983. The city of Baltimore and its suburbs have 1.8 million inhabitants. The city is unique […]
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	        NICTA lines PATH line Metropolitan serves a total area equal to 770 km². The density of its network is 0,5 km/km². The first tunnel section was built in 1904. Most […]
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	        New York is one of the largest cities in the world, the financial, commercial, and transportation capital of the United States. The city is home to a large concentration of […]
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		[image: train]About blog
			For a century and a half now, the subway, which transports up to several million people a day to various points of the city, bypassing traffic jams, has been perceived as an integral part of life in any metropolis. And not only is it the most efficient way to unload the streets of cities with millions of people, the subway today is part of pop culture: exhibitions are held underground, movies are shot, and some stations have become independent works of art, which tourists from other countries come to see.

Hi, my name is Edgar Reed, and I’m going to tell you about the subways in Great Britain and America.
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The subway is an off-street urban passenger transport system with shuttle trains running along it.


	


	


	
		
		
					
			    
					Interesting Facts About the London Subway:
			1. In 1926 special “suicide pits” were made under the tracks because of the increasing number of passengers who wanted to throw themselves under the train.

2. Aldgate Station is built on a huge plague grave with more than 1,000 bodies buried in it.

3. Half a million mice live here.

4. Every week the underground escalators cover a distance equal to two trips around the globe.

5. The tunnels under the city curve greatly because they follow a medieval street plan.

6. Each train travels approximately 185,000 km annually.



		
Surprising facts about the New York Subway:
			1. New York City is among the top 7 cities in the world in terms of subway ridership.

2. 40% of subway lines run on the surface, but this fact does not affect the speed of the trains.

3. 42nd Street, better known as Times Square, is the busiest subway station.

4. Americans, laying all the tracks of the New York City subway in one line, could reach Chicago.

5. The longest subway line is the A Line: its distance is 52 kilometers.

6. There is a special townhouse in Brooklyn that is actually a disguised subway entrance and ventilation shaft.
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